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AN ANALYTIC METHOD FOR CONVERGENCE ACCELERATION
OF CERTAIN HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES

STANISLAW LEWANOWICZ AND STEFAN PASZKOWSKI

Abstract. A method is presented for convergence acceleration of the gener-

alized hypergeometric series 3F2 with the argument ±1 , using analytic prop-

erties of their terms. Iterated transformation of the series is performed ana-

lytically, which results in obtaining new fast converging expansions for some

special functions and mathematical constants.

1. Introduction

We consider convergence acceleration of some generalized hypergeometric

series of the type

(1.1)       3F2(a,b,c;d,e; e) = 3F2
n\

(a)n(b)„(c)n c„

[d)n(e)r,

where e = ±1, and (a)n := a(a + 1) • • • (a + n - 1) is Pochhammer's sym-

bol. The function iF2(a, b, c; d, e; 1) is one of the fundamental functions

of applied mathematics. For special values of its parameters this function can

be represented as a ratio of finite products of Gamma function evaluations. In

the most general formulae of this type, due to Dixon, Whipple and Watson,

two of the parameters a, b, c, d, e are linear combinations of the others [4,
vol. l,§4.4,(5)-(7); 8, vol. l,§3.13,(6)-(8)]. Wimp [14] has shown that these
formulae cannot be generalized to the case where four parameters are not in-
terrelated. (Recently, Zeilberger [16] gave a short proof of Wimp's theorem.)

As for the case of e = -1, the most general results are: Rummer's formula

for 2Fx(a,b; l+a-b;-l) ([4, vol. 1,§2.8, (47)]) and Bailey's formula for

3F2(a,b,l + ^a; 1 + a-b, \a; -1) (cf. [4, vol. 1,§4.5,(4)]).
Let us recall that many elementary functions (tan, tanh, cot, coth, csc,

csc2, ... ), as well as some special functions ( y/, y/', Beta,... ) and mathe-

matical constants ( n , n2, Catalan's constant G, the lemniscate constant A,

log 2, ... ) can be expressed in terms of the series of type (1.1).
For almost any set of the parameters the series (1.1) is an unsatisfactory way

of computing 3^2(6). Wimp [15, § 9.1] (see also [6]) has proposed an algorithm
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for computing $F2(a, b, c; d, e; I) numerically, which is based on a three-

term recurrence relation for iF2(a, b, c; d + m, e; 1) ( m = 0, 1, ... ). In

this paper we propose an analytic method for the acceleration of convergence

of certain series of type (1.1). The term "analytic" means that
1 ° we use explicitly not only values of partial sums of the series (1.1) but

also analytic properties of its terms,

2° we obtain an analytic form for the transformed series.

The effect of convergence acceleration is remarkable. The transformed series

Y,d„ is such that dn+x/dn -+ kt, where Xx = 5 , A_i = -|.
To give the main idea of the proposed approach, let us consider a general

series

(1.2) Y,e"a»   (£ = ±i:

with the partial sums

n=0

n-\

40) :=$>*,       (« = 0,1,...).
j=0

The series (1.2) is identical to

(1.3) 40, + £<

(throughout the paper the forward difference operator A always acts on the

subscript n ).
A vast class of methods of accelerating the convergence of the series (1.2)

can be considered as recurrent transformation of the sequence {s^} of partial

sums of (1.2) to certain suitably chosen sequences {s„} ( k = 1, 2, ... ), i.e.,

transformation of (1.3) to

00

(1.4) #) + 5>£fc).

according to the formula

(1.5) sP:=s?-l) + Cbk-l)ásit-l)      (« = 0,1,... , k=\,2,...).

The parameters C(k~x) should be such that for any k > 0, C¡,k~x)Ás{k~i] -* 0,

when n —> 00. In this case, all the series (1.4) and the series (1.2) have the
same sum which we denote by s.

Of course, transforming the series (1.2) only makes sense when the rate of

convergence of the sequence {Asi *} to 0 grows with k . Notice that the exact

value of 5 can be obtained as a result of performing the first transformation

{s{n]} =► {s{n]} . Indeed, if we define

_    (0) ,       00

(1.6) c?^'—$- = £-'£•'*     (« = 0,1,...),
fay     E "« ;=„

then 4'' = s for every n . A useful closed-form expression for the optimum

factors C^0) can be given for trivial series only. In general, we are looking for
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factors which accelerate the convergence of the series. For this purpose, we may

use the following relation implied by (1.6):

Sh-i

Let us assume that

(1.8) ^±l^i + /,,„-i+/,2n-2 + ...       (n-^oo)
an

(this is the case for the series (1.1)). By virtue of a theorem given by Sidi (see

[11, Theorem 6.1], or [12, Theorem 2.1]), C„ ' has an asymptotic expansion of

the form
oo

(1.9) C<0)~ «*£>«-*       (»-oo)
fe=0

with t = (1 +e)/2.
Methods presented in this paper are based on the following facts:

(i) Coefficients of the asymptotic expansion (1.9) of the optimum accelerating

factor C^0) can be effectively calculated using (1.2) and (1.7).

(ii) With methods of Padé approximation applied to this expansion, good

rational approximants to this factor can be effectively constructed. (In the sim-

plest case these approximants are identical to those proposed by Knopp [7,

§35A, (153)].)
(iii) For some series (1.2), similar factors C„ for k > 0 can be found

provided the approximate expressions for CJ, ' are sufficiently simple. This

gives a two-dimensional table S of approximants si * of the sum of the series.

(iv) To any path in the table S there corresponds a series Y, dn, where

do, Ad„ are entries lying on the path, and analytic expressions for d„ are
known. It is possible to find a path for which the corresponding series converges

to j significantly faster than any series (1.4).

In this paper we show that the process (i)-(iv) can be actually per-

formed for the series jF2(l, b, c; d, e\ 1) (see Theorem 2.2 in §2) and

3^2(1, b, c; d, e; -1) with b + d = c + e (see Theorem 3.2 in §3). Some
important particular cases are considered in the numerous corollaries and ex-

amples, in §2 for e = 1, and in §3 for e = -1 . Obviously, the analytic

convergence acceleration based on Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 can compete only in a

certain limited class of series with purely numerical methods such as Brezinski's

8-algorithm, e-algorithm, or Levin's transforms (see [3, §§2.3,2.7,2.9]).

As a by-product, some identities for contiguous series (1.1) with e = 1 are

obtained (see Theorem 2.3).

2. Series for e = 1

Assuming that e = 1, we consider first how the identity (1.7), i.e.,

(2.1) C„-l = ^±iCfl+1

(for simplicity, we drop the superscript in the symbols CJ,0), C^x ), can be

exploited.  A general closed-form expression for C„ , applicable to any series
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(1.2) for e = 1, remains unknown. In the hypergeometric case (1.1) we have

1, n + a, n + b, n + c
Cn = 4F3 n + I, n + d, n + e

1

which does not seem to suggest any practical way of computing this factor.

Let C„ satisfy (2.1), and let (1.8) hold. Then a theorem due to Sidi (see [11,
Theorem 6.1], or [12, Theorem 2.1]) applies, and we obtain a Poincaré-type

asymptotic expansion

(2.2) C„ ~ ^2 Ck+\n-k~fc+l"

The coefficients ck can be computed relatively easily by use of the linear relation

(2.1). Thereupon, we can introduce the formal power series

(2.3) F(x):=f>x*.
k=Q

It is known that Padé approximation often gives good rational approximants

to such a series, even if it is divergent. As we have Cn = nF(n~l), any Padé

approximant [I / m]F(x) gives an approximate value CJ¡0) := n[l / m]F(n~l) of

the exact accelerating factor C„. It can be checked that the equation [l/m]f(x)-

F(x) = 0(xl+m+1) implies the relation Asil) = Asj,0)0(«-(/+w+1)), showing how

much faster the transformed series (1.4) for k — 1 converges compared with
the convergence of the original series (1.3). The most natural are perhaps ap-

proximants of the type [m + 1 / m], as this is the only case where Cn ̂  defined
above is a rational function with respect to n , which has all the coefficients of
the numerator and the denominator polynomials different from zero, in general.

The simplest transformation of the series (1.3) is based on using the approx-
imant [1 /0]F to the auxiliary series (2.3). In this case, we use the following

Lemma 2.1. Let

n-l

(2-4) '"-h''
si^.= s^ + (ßn + y)As^,

where

(2 5) /? =_— y=Pl+p2

and px, p2 are the coefficients of the expansion (1.8). (We assume that px ^
0, -1). Then

Asil)=As^O(n-2).

Proof. As

Asil) = A40' + [ß(n +l) + y]AjJJ, - (ßn + y)Asf ,
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we have, in view of (1.8),

A4»
/ Aj(0) N

As^[\ßn + ß + y)-^--ßn-y + \j
AC

~ As^ißn + ß + y)(l+ pxn~l + p2n~2 + ■ ■ ■ ) - ßn - y + 1].

For ß, y given in (2.5) the expression in brackets is equal to ô2n~2 + ô$n~3 +
••■ = 0(«-2).    D

Remark 1. Knopp [7, §35A, (153)] observed that for a„ = \/(n + l)2 it is
useful to apply the Kummer transformation, i.e., to replace (1.2) (with e = 1 )

by the series

ab + f:(l-qb£)an       (b:=±bn,    a := lim Si)
n-.oc bn j

taking b„ := (n + y)a„ - (n+y + l)an+x with a suitably chosen y. The above
lemma generalizes this observation in a substantial way.

Remark 2. In general, the transformation (2.4) may be iterated. Indeed,

**?+»      íUo-' + »-U        ¿2(«+l)-2+¿3(»+l)-3 + ...

~ 1 + pxn~l + p2n~2 + --- .

Now, the sequence {i«2)} can be constructed in an analogous way, provided

P\¿0, -1.
The following theorem shows that the transformation (2.4) can be effectively

iterated for a certain four-parameter family of hypergeometric series.

Theorem 2.2. The series

(2.6)

l,b,c
3-F2 d, e O^ëârër       (d,e¿0,-l,-2,..., »(0>1),

/     „=0 WnW»

where t := d + e-b-c, can be transformed according to the following formulae

applied for n = 0, 1,... :
n-\

(2 7Ï ç<°> - V WWi{ n      * •~è(^(^-'

(2.8) s^^í^ + í^n + y^As^-15      (fc=l,2,...),

(2.9)
fl ._        1 v ._. ,     b + c        bc-(k + d-l)(k + e-l)
Pk '" 2k + t - 3 '        7k ""       2fc + í - 3 + " (2ife + í - 3)2

(2.10)
Ae(*) _ (d ~ b)k(d - c)k(e - b)k(e - c)k(b)„(c)„ . _

*"   ""            (i-l)2*W.4*(«).4* (*-0.1 — ).

77îe quantities Asi ' are smc« í/zaí As^' = 0(n~2k~') (n —> 00).
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Ifd-e = b-c, the formula (2.8) simplifies to

.(*) - ,(*-t) , 2n + 3fc-c + </ + 2g-5    (fc-i)

S"   '     "      +"        2(2fc + i-3) "      •

Proof. Let /c = 0. Formula (2.10) then agrees with (2.7). Assuming that k > 0,

we obtain from (2.8)

(2.11) Asik) = [ßk(n +1) + yk]Asik-l) - (ßkn + yk- l)Asik~l) = Asnk'l)gtl),

where

g{tl) := [&(« + 1) + y,]^-1» - (A» + yk - 1),

As*

According to (2.5) (Lemma 2.1), let

Then g^_1) = 0(«-2). Note that

On     -On k_iy
Sn

It can be shown by induction with respect to k that

(*) _        (w + fe)(n + c)

(« + A: + ¿)(n+ £ + £>)'
'n

(2.13) p[k) = -2k-t,    p(k) = (2k + t)(2k + d + e)-(k + d)(k + e) + bc,

(k) _ (k + d- b)(k + d- c)(k + e - b)(k + e-c)
( ¿.i«)gn {2k + t-l)2(n + k + d)(n + k + e)

Now, (2.9) follows from (2.12) and (2.13), while (2.10) follows from (2.11),

(2.14) and the equation As„0) = (b)„(c)„/[(d)„(e)„]. If d-e = b-c, then

t = 2{e-c), bc-(k + d-l)(k + e-l) = \(2k + t - 2)(k + c + d - 1), and

(2.9) implies the last formula given in the theorem for si '.   G

The following remarks should be added:

Remark 1. If at least one of the differences d - b , d - c, e - b , e - c is a

negative integer, then all Asi ' vanish for a certain k , so that the number Sq '

is the sum of the series (2.6). Thus, the procedure described in Theorem 2.2

detects some cases where the sum is a rational expression given in terms of the

parameters.

Remark 2. Any Saalschiitzian series 3/2(0,b,c;d,e; 1), i.e., such that d +

e = a + b + c+l, reduces to the form (2.6). This result follows from the identity

(see [8, vol. 1, §3.13, (10)])

$F2
a, b, c

d,e
\ r(d)T(e)Y(t) t,d-a,e-a
1     r(a)T(t + b)T(t + c)3 2\    t + b,t + c

1

where t:=d + e-a-b-c, $l(t) > 0, SR(a) > 0.
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Obviously, the same remark applies to the series %F2(a, b, c ; a + 1, e ; 1),

where 3?(e - b - c) > 0.

Remark 3. Some series of the type 4/3(1 ) can be transformed to sF2( 1 ) of one

of the above forms. In case of the Saalschiitzian 4/3(1, b, c, d;2, f, g; I)

(/+ g = b + c + d), it suffices to apply the identity (see [9, § 5.2, (15)])

4/3
\,b,c,d

2,f,g
1

(/-l)(g-l)

(*-l)(c-l)(rf-l) 3-T2
b-\,c- \,d- 1

f-Ug-l
1-1

The series 4/3(0, b, c, d; e, c+l, d+l; 1) can be written as (see [9, § 5.2,

(14)])

F (    a,b,c,d
4riye,c+l,d+\

d(c - e)

1

(c - d)e
3-Í7

a, b, c
e+l,c+l

\     c(d - e) a,b,d
)     (c-d)e3 2\e+l,d+l

1

Now, it should be emphasized that the transformations of partial sums of

the series (2.6), which are given in Theorem 2.2, are based on the use of some
identities for hypergeometric functions of unit argument. Indeed, we have

„(fc-i)+5>ri>=4*>+$>i'

for k > 0. Hence it follows from (2.8) for n = 0 that

(*)

(2.15)
1 As.(*) 1

Ay,
¿_V As(/c_1) - vv +       ° VAjC
(*-d z^m«   - y*+ Ac(t-i) A ft) z^»

,«

n=0 Atf ^"0       «=0

By virtue of (2.9),

Asn+\ (n + b)(n + c)

As«*)      (/i + fc + rf)(/i + fc + e)*

As,(*)

As,
(fe-i)

(k + d-b-l)(k + d-c-l)(k + e-b-l)(k + e-c-\),
(2k + t-3)2(k + d~l)(k + e-l) '

thus (2.15) implies the identity

1, b,c
(2.16)

with

3/2 l)"Ä + »* 3*. (* + }?* + ,

Wfc =

k + d - l,k + e- 1

(k + d-b- l)(k + d-c- \)(k + e-b- \)(k + e-c- 1)

1

(2k + t-3)2(k + d-l)(k + e-l)

The above identity may be obtained also from some relations which hold for

contiguous hypergeometric functions.
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Theorem 2.3. The following identities hold:

w3F2
a,b,c

d- \,e-\

(2.17)   =(d-a)(e-a)z3F2
a-\,b,c

d, e
1

+ {w + abc(t-l)-z[(d-a)(e-a)-bc]}iF2la'db'eC   lj ,

where t:=d + e - a - b -c, w:=(t - 2)2 (d - \)(e - 1), z:=(t-2)(d+ e-2)
- (d - \)(e - 1) + ab + ac + be, and

(d + e-b-c- l)2de3F2 r^ec   lj

= de[(d + e-b- c)(d + e - 1) - de + be]

+ (d-b)(d-c)(e-b)(e-c)3F2(dl\b'eC+l   1 j .

(2.18)

Notice that (2.18) is equivalent to (2.16) for k = 1.

Proof. Let the symbols Fde, Fa and / denote the three functions 3/2(1)
occurring in (2.17). Further, let /+ := 3/2(a+l, b+ 1, c+ 1 ; d+ 1, e + 1 ; 1).
The identities

(d - a)(e - a)Fa = [(d - a)(e -a)- bc]F + (t-l)F+,

(t - 2)(d -\)(e- \)Fde = [(t - 2)(d - l)(e - 1) + abc]F + zF+

can be obtained using Bailey's technique of [2]. Eliminating /+ from this

system yields equation (2.17).

Letting a — \ in (2.17), which reduces the second function 3/2 to 1, and

increasing d and e by 1, we obtain (2.18).   D

Example 2.4. The lemniscate constant A is defined in [13, (14.3-7)] by the
formula

A:= t\l-xri/2dx = £(2n-W
JO nTo{4n+l){2n )!!

1.31102877714605990523_ mr
4v/2/ï

(see also [1, 18.14.7], where this name is given to to := 2A ). Also, we have

(2.19)
1    1

A = 2/1     4 '5 2

1    1

1=3/2
1    i    -!-1 '  4 '  2

1

Convergence of this series may be speeded up using Theorem 2.2. As d - e =

b - c, the recurrence formula (2.8) simplifies to

»(*) — C(*-D , 2« + 3fc-2    (¿-i)
Sn     -Sn +       4k_3      ÄS*        .
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Moreover,

„(*) [(l)J2Q)„
*"        4(k+ l)„(k + !),(« + i),+1-

Transforming the series (1.3) into (1.4) for k = 1, 2, ... yields a two-

dimensional table S of numbers snk) ( k is a column index, /i is a row index).

The r th ( r > 0 ) antidiagonal of the table, formed by the entries si J with
n + k = r, depends only on the terms oq, ax, ... ,ar of the series (1.3) (and
on their asymptotic properties). The sum s may be approximated by the partial

sums of a fixed series ( 1.4). It is also possible to use the values s0 ', lying in the

first row of S. However, there is a better way of using the table. Indeed, in case

of the series (2.19) all the snk) are less than its sum and such that s{k) < snk+l)
-(*)   /   o«and s„ ' < j¿+, . Therefore, an optimum sequence of approximations lies on a

staircase path in S along which the approximations grow most quickly. More

specifically, we take s^+i as an approximation next to 4 ' if

(2.20)

and s„k+i) otherwise. Since

s{k) -A«+i    b (*) > c(*+i) s{k)
J/i

5/!+l      •>"
AS:(*) .(*+i) _ .<*) _ 2n + 3(k+l)-2    (fc)

S" J"   ~     4(fc + l)-3        "   !

the inequality (2.20) holds if and only if k > 2« . Thus we obtain the sequence

s(0)

„(0)     c(l)     „(2)
'1 M

J2)     „(3)     „(4)

s(4)

Consequently, (2.19) implies the following series summing to A :

rW + 5>i(2/1-2)       J2/I-2)-S
n-1

') + W(2/i-r t(2»-2) ) + (si
(2n) c(2»-i:

n=l

oo    ,

+
8« 5^(2,-2)+8«-2^

n=\

oo

-E

¡«-7    " 8«-3

1\2

i2"-1')

(4)2/1-2(2)/!-

^x[4(2n-l)n-X(2n-\)2n_2{n-\)2n_x

_(4)2/1-2(4)2/1-1(2)/!

2(2n-\)n{2n-\)2n_x{n + \)2n_x

(,4)2/1-2(4)2/1-1 (.2)/!

+

+

3(8«-3)(2n)„(2«-I)2;i_2(«+I)2w_1j

)]

It may seem that this series has a complicated form. Notice, however, that it
can be written as

A = ^2(p„ + Qn + r„),
n=\
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where px := 1, and

(2n - l)(4n - 3)(Sn - 5)

q":~ 2(3n-2)(8n-7)(l2n-7)P"'

_  ._  (2«-l)(4n-3)

3(3«- l)(8«-3)

8«- 1
jP"+1 :_ 6(12n + 1) r"

for n = 1,2,.... Note that the quotients qn/pn, rn/Qn, Pn+i/rn tend to

5 when « —> oo, so that adding a new term increases the number of correct

decimal digits of the approximate sum by approximately log10 9 = 0.95. Also,

it is possible to use the Stirling formula to obtain better estimations of terms

(as in Example 2.7).
The above series was summed in Turbo Pascal 5.0 on a microcomputer IBM

PC in the extended arithmetic (precision of about 19 decimal digits). Using

the terms up to qx, rx, p2, q2,r2, ... , r6 we obtained approximate values of

A with 2.1, 3.1, 4.0, 5.1, 6.1, 9.0, 12.0, 14.9, 17.9 correct digits, respec-
tively. This agrees with theoretical estimations and shows that the sum may

be computed to almost full machine precision. Notice that the regular analytic

form of the series obtained enables one to accelerate its convergence, at least

numerically. The same remark applies to other series obtained in this paper.

In [13, § 14.4], many numerical methods are used for accelerating the conver-
gence of (2.19). The best result is obtained using Levin's «-transform, which

for 11 terms of the series gives 11.3 digits of its sum. Other methods are
much worse, being very sensitive to the influence of rounding errors, even in

case where high-precision arithmetic (31-32 decimal digits) is used. We see that
using analytic properties of an+x/an may increase the speed of convergence and

enables us to control the precision of the result.   D

Example 2.5. If the hypergeometric series (2.6) does not satisfy the condition

\d-e\ — \b-c\, then, according to (2.9), the factor ßkn + yk in the recurrence
formula (2.8) depends on A: in a more complex way than, e.g., in the preceding

example. However, an optimum path in the table S may be found also in this

case, which is—except perhaps for a finite initial segment—as regular as the

one obtained for the lemniscate constant A . Such a situation is observed, e.g.,

for the Beta function defined by

B(p,q):= f xp-l(l -x)«-1 dx       (3c(p), »(g) > 0).
Jo

It is known (see [5, 8.380.1 and 8.384.1], [8, vol. 2, § 13.6, (2)]) that

Rln  ri-UEBÛ I Up, 1 -q1 -'  >FM  i,,+i

By virtue of Theorem 2.2, the value of B(p, q) may be computed using the
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formulae

„(0)._ v (1-g)>

"hMj+py
M ._ JJfc-D , (2k + q - l)n + 3k2 + (p + 2q - 4)k - q + 1 AÁk-X)
S/i   •—sn . ¿isn

(2k + q- 2)2

(¿ = 1,2,...),

Uk^   (l-p)k(P + q)k(l-q)n (fc = 0,l,...).
("+/>)*+i(*+ «)*(*+O»

The optimum path is defined by the following rule: si ^ should be followed by

4+! if (k + q)2-p(k+l)>(2k + q+l)n, and by s{nk+i) otherwise. This path

is very regular for small p, q . If, however, we take for instance p = \ , q — \,

it contains the approximants

„(0) JO)       (1)       (2)       (2)       (3)       (4)       (4)       (5)       (6)       (6) ,        (7K
J0    ' • • •  '   4    '4    '  ^4    >    5    >    5    » J5    » J6    '6    '6    '7    \        6   ' '

(2/!-7)     J2/!-6)     „(2n-5) ,    _ 7    o x
S/! , s„ , S„ (« — / , Ö , .. . ).

The type of convergence of the final series is the same as in the preceding

example.   D

If the hypergeometric series (2.6) is such that d - b + I, e — c + 1, then
d - e = b - c, so that we can apply the last part of Theorem 2.2. Dividing the

series by be, we obtain the series

oo .

(2.21) y7-j-,-       (b, c^0,-l,-2,...).
„(» + *) (n + c)       K '

Certain mathematical constants as well as many elementary functions (tan, tanh,
cot, coth, csc and csc2 [1, 4.3.91-93] and [5, §1.42]) and special functions

( y/(z), y/'(z), $ty/(iy) and %y/(iy) ; see Example 2.9, or [1, §§ 6.3 and 6.4])
may be expressed in terms of such series.

Corollary 2.6. The series (2.21) can be transformed according to the following

formulae:

n-\

= E
7=0

(0) .= V- !

-U + b)(j + c)'

(2.22)   sP:=sri) + 2n+%¿b_vC~2^-l)       (fc-1.2.-),

2k(2k-l)\\(n + b)k+x(n + c)k+x

where « = 0,1,...; this implies that Asnk) = 0(n~2k~2)  (n -+ oo).

A simplified version of equation (2.23) for b = c was obtained already by

Knopp [7, (153)], who, however, did not exploit this result.
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Example 2.7. Let us consider the series (2.21) for b = c = 1, i.e.,

oo . .

(2.24) T j—i-r™ = W
^(rc + ln(«+l)2     6
/!=0   V '

We should take

AcW- _(*!£_ fJfc-0   1 1
*"   -2^(2fc-l)!![(« + l),+1]2       l*-«.» — J-

The optimum path is defined in such a way that si ' is followed by sj,^,

provided k > 2« + 1, and by si +1) otherwise:
JO)      Jl)     J2)
¿Q ¿Q Oq

J2)      J3)      J4)
Jl Al Jl

J4)     J5)       (6)
J2       J2       J2

Therefore, (2.24) implies the expansion

oo

4o)+n(«rl) - ev2))+(ei - er,})+(42n) - ei)i
n=\

= E(^<-r2)+Asi2_v1)+AS^)
/I=l

and, finally, we have

(8«-5)[(2«-2)!]3
lt>-±(¿

i(4«-3)!![(«)2„-i]2

[(2«-l)!]3 [(2«)!]3
I      ^1.       1  / j -»\nr/      \ O    T

«HT_A
)!![(«)2„+1]27"22/!-i(4„_3)!![(„)2n]2     22"(4«-l)

Let « be fixed. The first term of the expression in parentheses is asymptot-

ically equal to (4\¡2/21)n•v/7r7291_"/v/«, while the second term is asymptoti-
cally 9 times less than the first one, and the third 9 times less than the second
one. Thus, the series is similar to the one obtained in Example 2.4. It can be

checked that restricting ourselves to the terms for « < 5 , we obtain n2 with a
relative precision of 14.8 decimal digits. Notice that the known series (see [7,

(156)])
oo ,

3V—5!_
¿("+1W

corresponds to the first row of the table S. It also converges qualitatively faster

than the original series (each term is at least four times smaller than the pre-
ceding one), but it is worse than the series obtained in this example.   D

Example 2.8. The series

£(2«+l)(2« + 2)     l0g2
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differs by a constant factor from a series of the type (2.21). It follows from

(2.22) and (2.23) that

Z!-l                       .

c(°> •= V _-_

"   •    f^(2j+l)(2j + 2)'

^'^""'^y-l)1^"       (¿=1,2,...),

^-W. (2k + l»_       (k-o   1        )
*"   "42^(" + ^+1(" + l),+,        i*"0'1 —)•

The best approximants from the antidiagonals of the table S are Sq0) , Sq1' ,

11     y,(2w)!/    16«-1 16«+ 5 1 \

°g   - 16 + ¿f  16" 1(4« - l)2n+2 + 4(4« + l)2„+2 + 4(4« + 4)2„+, ) '

which has such partial sums, behaves similarly as the series obtained in the

preceding example. In particular, the approximant Sj10) gives 15 significant

decimal digits of log 2.   D

Example 2.9. The function y/(z) := (logT(z))' (called digamma) and its deriva-

tive if/' (known as trigamma) have the following expansions in the complex
plane (see [4, vol. 1, § 1.7, (3) and § 1.9, (10)]):

OO j

oo .

ÏW-EnT+ÏV (^0,-1,-2,...).
k=ov        '

Notice that both series are of the form (2.21). Reasoning as above, we can show
that for z e [1, 2) the optimum transformation gives

, . ^ «!(z-2« - l)3„+i

*') = -? + £    2^.(4« + !)!!

X[(2n-

(4« + l)!

8n + z + 2 (8« + z + 5)(2« + 2-z)

(2« + l)„+1(z + 2«)„+i     2(4« + 3)(2« + 2)„+1(z + 2« + 1)„+1

(2« -z + 2)(2« -z + 3)
+

2(4« + 3)(2« + 3)„+,(z + 2« + 2)„+1

_ [(2«)!]3

22"(4« +
n=0

¥[Z)-2-< 22«(4« + l)!![(« + z)2„+i]2
fi—V

\a       l (2« + i)3        r,       .    4(« + i)3 ii
* <4n + z+- + —A-^—z—---^  4n + z+2+7T-1--Z7K > ,

\ 2    2(4n + 3)(3« + z+l)2 [ (3« + z + 2)2JJ'

respectively. In both cases, adding a new term, i.e., passing trough consecutive
three elements of the table S, increases the number of correct decimal digits

of the sum by log10 729 = 2.86 at least. This remains true for real and even
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complex z lying outside the interval [1,2), though the optimum path may

depend on z.   D

Example 2.10. In (2.22), (2.23), parameters b, c may have complex values. If,

in particular, they are complex conjugate numbers, then the resulting formulae
contain real quantities only. Let b = i, c = —i, which corresponds to the

series £ l/(«2 + 1) summing to %(n+l) + n/(e2* - 1) = 2.076674047468581
[1, 6.3.13]. Then

sik)-^"i)+2;(2fc3-7)2^"i)   (*-1.2.->.

2H2k-\y.\unjln(j2 + i)

The optimum sequence of approximants s¡¡  , s[', sx, s2   , s^ , s2^, s^ ,

S3   , S3   , ... is convergent to the sum of the series as quickly as in the previous

examples. In particular, s^14) gives the result 2.07667404746858117, which has
at least 16 correct digits.   D

Proceeding in an analogous way, one can obtain new expansions of cothx,

3^(1 + ix) and some other functions, as, for instance, we have [1, 6.3.13]

11 °°       1
^y/(l + ix) — --—\--ncothnx = x^2~

,2
n=l

+ X'

Let us go back to the general case of series of 3F2( 1, b, c ; d ; e ; 1 ) discussed

in Theorem 2.2. It can be deduced from the forms obtained for ßk, yk that
the optimum path in the table S contains, putting aside a finite initial segment,

the entries
(2/I+//I)        (2/I+//1+1)        lln+m+Z) ,    _ , ^

J/i »   J« >   ön \n — "min > "nun  ■   l » • • • / >

where m, «m;n are integers depending on b, c, d, e . This implies that the

sum of the above series can be expressed as a finite sum corresponding to the

initial segment of the path plus the sum of the following three series:

00

E (ß2n+m+ln + y2n+m+x)As„2n+m),

"=«min

OO OO

E  (ß2n+m+2n + y2n+m+2)Asi2n+m+l) , E   As'2"^.

It can be checked that the first two series are of the type 13/12(1,...;...; 759),

and the last is of the type n/io(l,...;... ; 755) ■ The parameters of these

new series depend on b, c, d, e, m . In particular, if \d - e\ ^ \b - c\, then
as a rule, two numerator parameters and two denominator parameters of 13/12

are nonrational functions of b, c, d ,e, m. Obviously, the new series can
be simplified considerably in particular cases. In general, however, the theorem

relates 3/2(1, b, c; d, e; 1) to the abovementioned more complex series which

are faster convergent.
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Concluding the considerations related to the transformation (2.4), we recall

that its parameters ß, y are determined using the asymptotic expansion of

the quotient Asj^/As^ = a„+x/a„ . These parameters may also be determined

numerically so that three consecutive elements si ', s„+',, s^2 ( « fixed) of the

sequence {sn1^} are identical (and equal to an approximation s of the exact

sum s ). We then have

s - s(0)
ßj + y = -TloT       (j = n,n + l,n + 2).

As] '

Hence,

Obviously, s depends on « , in general; thus we obtain the following transfor-

mation of the sequence {s„ } :

ii,,:=A2(a)/A2(¿)  <"=°'1-')-
It is easy to verify the following:
(i) The above formula is identical to the first step of Brezinski's 8-algorithm

(see, e.g., [3, §2.9] and [13, (10.3-3)]), more specifically, to passing from the

sequence {Q0n)} , identical to {sj¡0)}, to {62^} . Also, notice that the method

defined by this formula is equivalent to the Lubkin W-method [13, §10.3].

(ii) For some series, {s„^} is identical to {s^,}. Such a situation occurs

in the case (2.19), where A2(l/Asj,0)) = 2 for « > 0. In general, however, our
analytic transformations differ from the 0-transform (as well as from other

known numerical transforms).

3. Series for e = -1

In this section we consider series of the form
oo

(3.1) E(-1)"a«-
n=0

We assume that the a„ satisfy condition (1.8). Also in this case accelerating

factors Ci ' can be found which produce some new methods for convergence

acceleration. The point of departure is, as in §2, equation (1.7), satisfied by

the exact factor CJ¡0), defined by (1.6). Applying Theorem 6.1 of [11] (see also
[12, Theorem 2.1]), we obtain an expansion of this factor into a formal series

Co + Ci«-1 + c2n~2 H-, where Co = \ . Having computed ck , we can replace

the exact C„ ' by, e.g., [m / «i](«-1), where [m / m] is a Padé approximant to

the formal power series Co + Ci* + c2*2 H-•

In the simplest case, the exact factor Cn0) is replaced by the number \

(i.e., the Padé approximant [0/0]). This transformation, defined by sj¿'' :=

s„ + jAsi , is a typical step of the well-known Euler's transformation. More

useful is the following transformation, which is based on the use of [ 1 / 1 ].
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Lemma 3.1. Let s„ ' be the partial sum of the series (3.1),

/!-!

and let

where

40):=E(-DV
7=0

SW -= 5<°) +  " + t As(0)

1     p2
C as-(provided pi¿0),

1     P\

Then we have As(n{) = -Asj,o)0(«-3).

/rao/. In view of (1.8), we have

r¡ = 2C + pi.

2« + »

= (-ir'a/,
2« + t]

<" + £ + 1»¿TiT2(1+EH-"-" + C
1=1

(« + C+1) (l + ¿A«"'l -n-n + Ç
i=i

where />i := />i - 1, /h:=/>2-/>i + 2L,/+1. The expression in brackets can be

expanded into a series with respect to the powers of «_1. For £, rç given in
Lemma 3.1 the coefficients of «° and «_1 vanish, hence the result.   D

Remark. Recall that in §2, when e = 1, we obtained the formula As„ =

AsjjO)0(«~2) (see Lemma 2.1). Thus, it might be thought that we obtain here a

stronger acceleration effect. This is, however, not confirmed in the case when
we choose an optimum sequence of approximations.

The next examples show that the parameters Ç and n can be computed effec-

tively also for the further transformations of series, provided the way in which

an depends on « is sufficiently simple. The most general hypergeometric series
to which we are able to apply the proposed method is 3/2( 1, b, c ; d, e ; -1),

where b + d = c + e. Obviously, formula (3.4), given in the theorem below, is

a consequence of Lemma 3.1.

Theorem 3.2. The series

(3.2)

3/2 I
1, b,c
d,e

yr    u„(b)n(c)n
2-^y      >   (fi\Je\..
/!=0

(d)n(e)n

(d,e¿0, -1, -2... ,    b + d = c + e,    5R(í/-c)>¿)
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may be transformed using the following formulae:

(3.3) s„    .-^(    1)  ((f)_(^,

nyM.    -(*-D i  » + 2fc + $(2g-¿> + rf-S)     (fc_1}
(3.4)s„    .-s„        + 2/J + ¿ + ¿) + ¿_2       **. (fc-1,2,...),

(3.5) Asik) = (-l)"+fc(« + \{k + b + d- 1))

^d-c)k{{(e-c+\))k{\(d-b+\))k(b)n(c)n

(e)n+k(d)n+k(n + \(b + d- l))k+l

(k = 0,l,...).

Here « = 0,1,....

Proof. If k - 0, then (3.5) agrees with (3.3). In case k > 0, it is sufficient to
show that (3.5) satisfies the identity

A ik) _ n + 2k + ±(2e-b-d- 3) Ajk_l)    n - k + \(2b -e + c+ 1) A^k+l)

m"   ~ 2n + k + b + d m"+1   +"    2n + k + b + d-2     **"      '

which follows from (3.4).   D

Remark 1. If b + d- 1 = -2m ( m = 0, 1, ... ), then the denominator of (3.5)
contains (« - m)k+x, which vanishes for n e {m, m-l, ... , max(0, m-k)} .

Thus the formula can be applied for « > m only. The same remark applies to

(3.4).

Remark 2. The recurrence relations given in Theorem 3.2 imply the following

identity:

l,o, c, \(b + d-\), {(k + b + d)

\(b + d-\),\(k + e-l,k + d-l,k + Ub + d-l),Uk + b + d)-\
-1

2k + l{3e + d-5)

k+b+d-2
(k + e-b-\)(k + b + d-\){k+l2(e-c-\))(k + \(d-b-\))

(k + e-l)(k + d- l)(k + b + d - 2)(k + \(b + d - 1))

/        l,b,c,\(b + d-l),\(k + b + d+l)
* 5 4 [k + e, k + d, k + Ub + d + I), \(k + b + d- I)

-1

A regular part of the optimum path in the table S, corresponding to the

function 3/2(1, 0, c; d, e; -1), contains only the elements

j/!+m)    J/i+m+l)        (n-n ■    n ■    ,        )
J/i )   Jzi \" — "nun ; "min + l > • • • / >

where «1, «min depend on b, c, d, e. Thus, the sum of the above series can

be written as a finite sum, corresponding to the irregular (initial) part of the

path, plus

00 00

E (ßn+m+in + yn+m+x)Asi"+^+  £ Asn"+r+l).
n=/Imin «=«mm
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Note that both series are of the type g/7(l,...;...; ¿).

Remark 3. If the condition $t(d-c) > 5 is relaxed, the series (3.2) is divergent.

However, if d-c, \(e -c + 1 ), or j(d-b+ 1) is a nonnegative integer, then

equations (3.4) and (3.5) still hold, and Asi ' vanishes for sufficiently large

values of k. Hence, the analytic transformation of the series (3.2) according

to Theorem 3.2 may be viewed as a summation method for a divergent series.

Example 3.3. Theorem 3.2 is directly applicable to the series expansion of

2(z-
y/(z) + y = - 1

(see [10]). For the expansion of the right-hand side of the above equation, we

have

.(*) ._ J*-i) . n + 2k + z- 1 a (fc-o
sn   -s„      +    2n + k + l       "      '

{k)     (-l)k{2n + k + 2)kl(z-n-l)n+k+x

"    ~ (z + fc)„+1[(«+l),+1]2

Let us assume that, for example, z e ( 1, 2). Then, given arbitrary k, « > 0,

the approximants si ' and si +l' lie on the opposite sides of the sum; the

same property holds for the numbers s„ ' and sj,+\ , which means that the

manner, in §2, for choosing the best approximants from the antidiagonals of

table S should be reversed here: if \s{nk+l) -snk)\ < \s{k}x -s„k)\, i.e., « > k+ 1,

then s„k) is followed by snk+l), otherwise by s{k+x. This defines the best path:

s00), s[0), s[l\ s2!), ... and the transformed form of y/(z) :

00

^) + y = Etó).-^,) + tó1)-^+),)]
n=0

c»
3« + z + 2

3«+ 4   l

n=0 n=0

=EK+^TTi<,,)=Eü'.-«.).

where po := 2(z - l)/z , and

_ («-z + 2)(3« + z + 2)
Qn'-~  4(3« + 2)(2« + z+l) P"'

(« + l)(3« + 5)(« + z)2 _
Pn+l - (2« + 3)2(2« + z + 2)(3« + z + 2)q"       ^~U' J'•■•)•

The speed of convergence of this series results from the obvious relations qn/pn

-* g > Pn+\ ¡Qn-* \- Thus, adding a new term to the series increases the number

of exact digits of the result by approximately log10 8 = 0.9. If, for example,

z = I, then the terms up to /?4 give the approximate value 0.34976213, where

all the digits are correct. More precise asymptotic expressions for p„ , q„ can
also be obtained. It is worthwhile to compare the above series with the results

from Example 2.9.   D

It is obvious that any series 2FX(\, b; d; -\) may be written in the form

(3.2) with c = e . Thus, a simple consequence of the Theorem 3.2 is
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Corollary 3.4. The series

(3.6)

2-n
Ub
d

/ /!=0

(-i)"W«
(<*)«

(i/^0, -1,-2... ,     »(</-&)> 1)

may oe transformed using for « = 0, 1, ...  the formulae

(d)j
sm := g (-iyWj

(3.7)

(3.8)

7=0

(*) •_ -(*-!)
S„

As<*>

s* +
«+2fc+¿-f   ^(^d (fc=l,2,...):

2« + A: + 6 + o'-2~'"

(-irfc(i),(2« + k + o + d - \)(d - o)2fc(o)„

(d)n+k(2n + b + d-l)2k+x

(k = 0,l,...,

Remark 1. If d - b is a negative integer, the series (3.6) diverges. However,

Asi^ defined by equation (3.8) vanishes for sufficiently large k, if d - b is

a negative integer. Thus, the transformation of the series (3.6) according to
Corollary 3.4 is a summation method for a divergent hypergeometric series.

Remark2. It is interesting that, given b, d, equation (3.7) may serve to acceler-

ate the convergence of unique hypergeometric series, different from

2Fx(\,b;d;-\), namely, 2Fx(b + d - 1, \(b - d) + 1 ; \(b + 3d) - 1 ; -1).
Note, however, that the sum of the latter series can be expressed in terms of the

Gamma function [4, vol. 1, §2.8, (47)].

Remark 3. Under the assumption that d > b > 0, we obtain the same optimum

path as in Example 3.3.

Example 3.5. Corollary 3.4 enables us to obtain a rapidly convergent expansion

for \[2. It is known that

vTTx =,/(1^0 -x) = 1 + 2*2/1 M - X

> + E
n=\

(-l)"-'(2«-3)!!

(2«)!!

Now, we can set for x = 1

/1-1

40):=1+E
7=1

-(*) ._ -(*-D  .
J/I •—   J/l "T"

(-l);-i(2;-3)!!

(2;)!!

n + 2k - I
2n + k-¡

^As'*-1' (*==!,2,...),

0 _(-i)n+k-i2k({)k(¡)2k(2n-3)V.(2n + k-{)

(2»-^,(2»!+ 2*)!!
Asr = (fc = 0,l,...).

The optimum sequence of approximations of V2 is:   s{0), s20), s^1', s^1',
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S3 ', ... . Thus, we obtain the expansion

,/ô=1  , 2f>(2«-3)!!(4«-3)!!/ 12 6« - 1       \

L,       32"(«-l)!       \{2n-\)2n_x-n(2n + D2nJ>

where each term corresponds to a shift in the table S by two entries, i.e., to

two terms of the original series. An asymptotic expression may be found for
this term, like in the next example. Let us limit ourselves to the remark that the

«th term is a difference of two numbers, g„ and h„ , say, such that the quo-

tients gn/h„ and hn/gn-\ are both asymptotically equal to 8. Thus, adding a

new term to the series increases the number of correct digits of the result ap-

proximately by log] 0 64 = 1.8 . This is confirmed by computations performed

for « < 1, 2, 3, 4, as we obtain 2.6, 4.5, 6.4, 8.3 decimal digits, respec-
tively.   □

Example 3.6. Assume now that d = 6 + 1, which gives the series
■ (-1)«

(3-9) E
/i=0

« + 6

having the sum \[w(\(b + 1)) - v(\b)] = \G(b) [4, vol. 1, §1.8]. Notice
that (3.6) reduces in this case to a series which is equal to (3.9) multiplied by
ô . Using the formula (3.8), we should, therefore, divide its right-hand side by

0. In particular, for 0 = 5 (the sum of (3.9) is then 7t/v/3 + log2; see [5,

0.239.1]) and 0 = \ (the sum is 7r/2; [5, 0.232.2]) this gives the sequence

Sq0' , sj0', S|   , s2  , ...  corresponding to the series

or11-«+(*w -#-i))] -t{*£î]+3T+t2^T^^"1,)•

For o = i, this implies the expansion2

00

(3.10) » = B"-l)![ü)-,]2(r,      ̂ '1,-„   ,nV+n/.=! V[("-2)J (»)»-i     [(" + Î)J (» +!)/.-!
Its first three terms give 3.1415878... , which is a value of n correct to 5.8

decimal digits.

In case 6 = § (sum of (3.9) is n/\/3 - log 2 ; see [5,0.239.2]) and for 0 = 1

(the sum is log 2) the optimum sequence is s^0), s0l\ s|!), s[2), .... Hence,

we obtain the series

Ettfii -£-,1)) + (tf} -Ä)] = Ef^á^^^+^i)-
n=\ n=\

For b = 1 this gives the expansion

w,_,fP-2)']2/,       2«-l   n
g ^-4"(4«-3)!V1     4(4« -I);-

n=i

It can be verified that the «th term of the last series is asymptotically equal

to -rgv/27r641_"/v/« (this applies also to the series (3.10)). «In particular, the
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approximant s^8) gives 14.2 decimal digits of log 2. Note that this result is

much better than the one obtained in §2. Indeed, the series, which has been
transformed there, is obtained by summing pairs of subsequent terms of (3.9);
to obtain 15 correct digits, we needed about 30 terms of (3.9).   D

Let us consider the series

(3-U) E(n + 0)(„ + c) = ^3^6+1,c+1    -1)

(b, c==0,-l,-2,...).

Notice that the above 3/2 is of the form (3.2) with d = c + I, e = b + 1.
Thus, we obtain the following.

Corollary 3.7. The series (3.11) may be transformed using

jo)._ V      (-1);
'   j?0U + b)(j + c)'

,(*)._„(*-!) - n + 2k + \(b + c)-\    {k_x)
S"   -Sn      +   2n + k + b + c-l   **" (fc-1,2,...),

Aj<*) = (-^n+kk\[n + ^k + b + c)][\(b-c) + l]k[^(c-b) + l}k

[n + $(b + c)]k+x(n + b)k+x(n + c)k+x

(k = 0,l,...)

for n — 0, 1,... . If b = c, the last formula simplifies to

^'=<-'>"+t("+i*+i>((^)'

For 6 / c the series (3.11) can be written as a combination of series from
Example 3.6, i.e., in terms of the y/ function. If b = c, its sum is \ [v'(\b) -

y/' (jr(6+1))] ; note that a series expansion for y/' has been obtained in Example
2.9. However, it may be inferred that the optimum (in the sense defined) con-
vergence acceleration of the series (3.11) would give simpler and better results
than using the same procedure for each of the two series separately. Indeed,

this is the case.

Example 3.8. If 6 = c = 1, the series (3.11) has the sum -fen2. The optimum

sequence sQ0) , s[0), s[l),  Sj1',... of approximants yields the series

Ê((#-,)-e-1")+(4",-4"-")]

i£[(3„-„((i^3-3„(i!^yi

=iè(2i«-8)(i^fy.2¿í ;V(" + 1W
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The «th term of the last series is asymptotically equal to 2lny/ñ64~n/y/h~,

i.e., the convergence acceleration has the same character as in the preceding

example.
If o = c = \, the series (3.11) has the sum 4G, where G is the so-called

Catalan's constant, approximately equal to 0.915965594177219015 (see, e.g.,
[8, vol. 2, p.293]). Proceeding as before, we obtain the expansion

As before, adding one term to a partial sum of this expansion, i.e., adding two

terms of the original series, increases the accuracy of the result by log10 64 = 1.8

decimal digits at least.
The parameters o, c may have complex values. In case of Y^(~^TI

(«2 + « + 1) we have b + c = be - 1, hence

sik):=sik-" + n+2^-kÍ2Asik-V       (k=l,2,...),

^) = (-ir^(« + ̂  + i))nL(^ + i)    {km0;u_)m
(» + 2-)*+>iö«2+« + n

The optimum sequence s00), s|0), s[l\ s^, ... converges to the sum

0.761310204001103486

as quickly as in the other cases. In particular, Sg ' has 14 correct decimal

digits.   D
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